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We pick up a huge, three-loser monster.  Great!  Partner opens the bidding in second 

seat.  Double-great!  The annoying opponents are staying out of our hair for once.  

Super-great!  So, uh, why is this problem so hard?  We kick off the second half of 2018 

with what bridge writers through the decades have termed a “galloping misfit”.  Let’s 

put the Club’s equestrian skills to the test. 

METHODS ARE 2/1 WITH "WALSH"  

A. What is your call? 

 CALL PANEL SOLVERS AWARD 

 4♣ 6 19 100 

 3NT 3 10 90 

 3♠ 1 8 80 

 5♣ 0 7 70 

 6♣ 1 3 70 

 4NT 0 1 60 

MICHAEL SHUSTER:  3NT.  While 1♠ is normal, I wonder if 2♣ would have been a 

better start.  Perhaps at IMPs. 

Michael gets the opening comment this month for two reasons.  One, he managed to 

hack the D4MSC website’s HTML in his browser so that his choice came through as 

“Three Notwinkletoes.”  Two, he (along with Connie Goldberg, Tom Weik, and Dave 

Wachsman) brought up what I believe is a very strong answer to the question posed 

in the introduction: “Why is this problem so hard?”  Perhaps it's hard because we 

started with the wrong suit.  True, 99.86 out of 100 matchpoint players would re-

spond 1♠, because bypassing a six-card major at this form of scoring might get you 

MATCHPOINTS, EAST-WEST VUL. 

♠-AJ7653  ♥-Q  ♦---  ♣-AKQ1093 

 South West North East 

  Pass 1♦ Pass 

 1♠ Pass 2♦ Pass 

 3♣* Pass 3♥ Pass 

 ? 

* - FORCING TO 3NT 

(4♣ WOULD HAVE BEEN A SPLINTER RAISE) 



institutionalized.  But, this is a slam-hopeful hand.  The first goal of slam bidding is to 

get to one that makes.  Strain is of far less importance than it is with games and part-

scores.  I haven't had all that many poor results in my career from going +920; your 

mileage may vary. 

At any rate, very few Club members batted an eye at the 1♠ bid.  Like Michael said, 

it's "normal".  What's unusual is the messy auction that followed.  Speaking of unu-

sual, it's not often that you pick up a six-six monster with 16 HCP (out of a possible 

24) and be willing to offer 3NT as a final contract.  What would compel a champion 

bridge player to do such a thing? 

AL SHRIVE: 3NT.  Matchpointitis, defined as:  The required "trick-taking disease" that 

one must contract to have success in this card game, as opposed to playing bridge!  

I hope we can find 430 as opposed to 130, 400 or 420 (the slam unbid). 

MICHAEL SHUSTER (cont.):  3NT.  Partner looks to be 1=4=6=2.  If we play a high-level 

club contract, what am I going to do with all those spade losers?  Nah, it's match-

points -- 3NT is the designated spot for this sort of misfit.  Extra values, a trick source 

in a minor and no real prospect for game in a major. 

Well, maybe.  Matchpoints does make us do funny things.  3NT drew the second-most 

votes this month, both overall and among Panelists and Solvers individually.  It clearly 

could be the winning call.  But, even at MPs, I don't think I could pull the 3NT card out 

of my bidding box in tempo and without some sort of involuntary, violent twitching 

that would unethically tell partner, "Get us the hell out of here if you can!"  Equally 

unhappy about their call, but better in control of their skeletomuscular systems, are: 

WALTER BELL:  3NT.  Hating it, but at least I have a source of tricks. 

BILL FOSTER:  3NT.  Not a happy choice.  I expect partner to have about 10 red cards 

with about 12 HCP's. 

JOANN & BOB GLASSON:  3NT.  Reluctantly.  Partner has limited his hand with the 2♦ 

rebid, and the hands feel like a misfit, so slam is likely out of the question.  North 

probably has six diamonds and three or four hearts.  He will be endplayed if we bid 

3♠ because he certainly doesn’t have a club stopper.  So, we will make the practical 

3NT bid. 

STEVE GIBBON:  3NT.  Grab the nettle and hope.  [I'm not sure what "nettle" is, but 

I'd grab hold of anything in reach at this point. -NS] 

JUDITH STILLINGER (with BOB GRINWIS):  3NT.  What a mess.  Partner probably has six 

diamonds and four hearts.  I just hope to be able to get to the board once with a 

heart and that diamonds are runnable.  My second choice is to bid 4♣ and ask part-

ner to show preference for spades or clubs. 

"What a mess" pretty much sums up this problem.  Some 3NT bidders are more san-

guine about their choice, believing it to be practical if nothing else. 

TED LEVY:  3NT.  Hamman's Law.  If I rebid 3♠ to show six, partner still won't know 

what to do.  And, neither will I. I can imagine that even double dummy the best 

contract wouldn't be apparent; for example, give North: 

 ♠K  ♥AKT9  ♦KQJTxx  ♣xx 

...Anything might make, or equally well fail.  This is a guessing game, so guess with 

the field. 



TODD HOLES:  3NT.  When I first looked at my hand, I loved it.  When partner opened, 

I began to think slam.  When partner rebid my void, my hopes were deflated.  When 

partner denied spade support, my slam hopes were dashed.  Anything I bid now 

pushes us above 3NT.  "Stay low on a misfit."  I learned that early, and it applies here. 

STEVE WHITE:  3NT.  It's obviously a misfit, but we should have enough to make this 

on power.  4♠ could be better if North has two, but not necessarily. 

Fair enough.  I'm concerned, however, about the communications issue raised by Ju-

dith and Bob above: are we going to be able to get to dummy enough times in 

notrump?  Perhaps it won't matter, because sooner or later the opponents will have 

to give us access to the board.  Perhaps. 

If we want to leave 3NT in the picture without committing to it immediately, our 

options are rather limited. 

PETE FILANDRO:  3♠.  The overriding goal is not to go beyond 3NT.  If we have a 

massive misfit (partner is 1=4=7=1, 1=5=6=1, etc.) we must play in 3NT and hope our 

combined 28 HCP can bring this home on power.  But bidding 3NT now is premature.  

Strangely, on the bidding so far, both hands could be semi-balanced; e.g.: 

North:  ♠Qx  ♥AKx  ♦Axxxxx  ♣xx 

South:  ♠AJxxx  ♥xxx  ♦Jx  ♣AKx. 

...My 3♠ bid confirms my unbalanced nature, so partner can bid 3NT with the misfit 

but allow him to raise spades with a doubleton. 

BARRY COHEN:  3♠.  I do have a great three-loser hand.  On the down side, a good 

portion of partner's hand is likely to be in diamonds.  I'll show my extra spade length.  

If partner has a void or a singleton and bids 3NT, we'll play it there.  If he raises 

spades, I think spades will play better than NT. 

BRUCE SCHWAIDELSON:  3♠.  I'll give my partner one more chance to support spades 

(he can still have two or a stiff honor) or to bid 3NT himself.  Since 3♠ is forcing, I 

will take advantage of that call.  If partner supports clubs, I will raise him to five. 

DANIEL DROZ:  3♠.  Although I like to stay low on misfits, even opposite a near-disas-

ter hand, 4♠ could make.  I think at matchpoints, I need to convey my extra major-

suit length.  Surely, it's still possible that partner is 2=4=6=1, right?  Bidding 3♠ gives 

partner one last chance to support either of my suits on his own.  If he chooses clubs, 

I can look for a slam.  Bidding clubs again could show a five-five hand, or even one 

with five spades and six clubs. 

JAMES EAGLETON:  3♠.  A forcing bid that describes my hand.  The problem will be on 

the next round. 

The 3♠ bidders (mostly) agree that if partner can dredge up a raise, even if on only a 

stiff queen or the like, we'll play in spades.  That's well and good.  They diverge, how-

ever, on what to do otherwise.  Unwilling to play 3NT even if North bids it are: 

ANDY MUENZ:  3♠.  Might as well show my extra spade(s).  If partner bids a red suit 

or 3NT, I'll correct to clubs to show my extreme distribution.  I'm assuming that 3♣ 

was natural rather than artificial for spades.  [Droz wondered about this too.  The 

answer is yes, 3♣ was natural and forcing, though in a pinch it could be made on a 

three-card suit; see Filandro's construction for South above. - NS.]  I expect partner 

to have bid 3NT directly over 3♣ with a heart stopper and no spade support. 



JOHN HEMMER:  3♠.  I may not have an entry to partner's hand in 3NT, so I'll show 

my long spades.  Over North's 3NT, I will bid 4♣, hoping to play in 4♠ since this is 

matchpoints. 

BILL BURNETT:  3♠.  I'll gamble on 6♣ if partner raises spades or clubs, otherwise bid 

5♣.  Was 3♥ asking for a heart stopper?  [I think it was analogous to our 3♣ bid: 

natural, forcing, maybe a three-bagger if no other call looked better.  South has de-

nied a four-card heart suit.   - NS.] 

Everyone else who commented bid some number of clubs.  Most popular was 4♣, 

winning a majority of Panelists, a plurality of Solvers, and a unanimity of Directors 

(i.e., me.)  Still, its proponents are not all on the same page about its meaning, par-

ticularly in one teensy-weensy, trivial little detail. 

TOM WEIK:  4♣.  Forcing. 

Er... 

RICH ROTHWARF:  4♣.  It's forcing. 

Uh, well... 

JOHN JONES:  4♣.  This should be forcing. 

Actually, I think... 

MARK KINZER:  4♣.  3♣ created a game force, so 4♣ should still be forcing. 

Okay, stop!  Look, on this crazy hand, I sure wish that 4♣ were forcing.  If we were 

playing Adjective Bridge, then I'd be snapping the "4♣" and "Forcing" cards onto the 

table simultaneously.  But, if I'm being honest...I really don't think it is. 

Remember earlier when I said that we had "16 HCP, out of a possible 24"?  That's 

important.  Almost everyone believes that by rebidding clubs above 3NT, we're show-

ing at least six-five and very probably six-six.  24 HCP is the most you can have in a 

six-six hand: AKQJ twice, plus a side ace.  By contrast, 34 HCP is the absolute limit, but 

you'll only see a hand like that as the Spam Robot Thwarter on the entry website. 

Anyway, most six-six hands are weakish in high-card points, because that's just 

how combinatorics work.  South's 16 HCP hand this month is two-thirds of the maxi-

mum possible.  If you pick up 2/3rds of the max on a balanced hand, you'd have about 

22 HCP and would be doing a happy dance before the auction begins.  It's just way 

more likely that South's hand looks like this, with 45% of the allowable points: 

♠AQ10xxx  ♥x  ♦--  ♣KQxxxx 

...and on a hand like that, I'd sure wish that 4♣ were non-forcing.  Partner will know 

that black-suit honors are golden, that black spot cards are still pretty good, that red-

suit aces are probably good but possibly not, and that everything else is as useful as 

the proverbial screen door on a submarine.  She won't pass if she has working cards.  

But, if she has a soft 0=4=7=2, she and I would be very grateful to be able to get out 

in 4♣.   

Even with that enormous caveat, I still believe that 4♣ is best.  So do: 

RICH ROTHWARF (cont.):  4♣.  Partner doesn't know I have so many black cards.  I'd 

better tell him.  I'll have to decide my next call later -- that may be a problem. 

RICK ROWLAND:  4♣.  Still showing shape. 



PHILIP FREIDENREICH:  4♣.  Showing a real club suit. 

LAURA BRESLIN:  4♣.  I want to show six clubs and six spades. 

JACK MENDELSOHN:  4♣.  This could be the worst fit in bridge history.  Partner should 

recognize that I am six-six. 

KARL BARTH:  4♣.  Let's make sure partner knows that two-card support would be 

welcomed. 

JAY APEFLBAUM:  4♣.  Partner will likely bid 4♠ with a doubleton. Otherwise we 

should have a shot at a club game, or maybe even a club slam. 

BILL SEDLIS:  4♣.  Let's make one more try.  Hoping that we will still be safe at 4NT if 

partner can't dredge up some support for one of my black suits 

BARRY PASSER:  4♣.  Should show very long spades as well as clubs, since I bid them 

first.  I'll pass 4NT (no agreed suit) but correct 4♦ to 4♠. 

DAVE WACHSMAN:  4♣.  Given the auction, 4♣ shows at least a very good club suit 

and implies a good six-card spade suit.   

WALTER MITCHELL:  4♣.  We probably need to be in a suit contract because of the 

unbalanced hands. 

LYNN HARRIS:  4♣.  3♠ would not show our great clubs.  Depending on what partner 

rebids, I plan to bid 4♠ or 5♠ next.  If partner has the ♥A, I plan to investigate a 

grand slam. 

Note that many of the folks above imply that they too believe 4♣ is forcing, including 

Jay, Bill, Barry and Lynn.  But what if partner believes otherwise and passes?! 

BILL SCHMIDT:  4♣.  Too much slam potential to bid 3NT, which could be the only 

making game.  I hope 4♣ is forcing and shows my sixth club.  But, if partner passes, 

which he would only do with a 1=4=6=2 or similar pattern, we might be in the last 

playable spot. 

JOHN JONES (cont.):  4♣.  This should be forcing, but if partner thinks it's nonforcing 

and passes, maybe that's all we can make. 

Right.  I wouldn't lay too much money on 4♣ being the last making contract, but 

stranger things have happened at the bridge table.  If partner passes and we belong 

in game (or slam), meh -- it's only one board, we'll have some company, and we'll still 

beat the pairs who get to the wrong game and go down. 

CHRIS MARLOW (with TOM WEIK offering the same bidding plan):  4♣.  Seems pretty 

straightforward to me.  If partner has a doubleton spade, I would expect to hear 4♠.  

(Whether I will make a slam try over that is a question for another month.)  If partner 

bids 4♦ or 4♥, I will rebid 5♣ and expect to play it there.  If partner raises 4♣ to 5♣, 

I think I will bid slam at matchpoints. 

My plan is identical to Chris's and Tom's, with one exception: over four of a red suit, 

I'll bid 4NT, offering a choice between that and 5♣.  If partner takes this as ace asking, 

I'll call Uber and ask for a one-way ride to Nunavut.  Whether it'll be me or partner in 

the car is something I'll decide while waiting. 

CATHY STRAUSS:  4♣.  If partner had a heart stopper she would have bid 3NT.  4♣ 

shows this two-suited hand. 



Not necessarily, but a good point nonetheless.  I'd say instead, "if partner believed 

that 3NT was our best spot, she would have bid it."  3♥ surely expresses some doubt 

about notrump.  And, if partner has doubts, then so do I.  Two panelists delve into 

that 3♥ rebid in greater detail: 

TOM WEIK (cont.):  4♣.  3NT is a strong consideration (since my hand has notrump 

distribution!)  Partner may well be six-four, but 3♥ doesn't fully guarantee four.  It 

could have been made on ace-third and uncertainty.  Any of 3NT, 4♠, 5♣ or 6♣ 

might be our optimal destination.  It's pretty much a guessing game, but I tilt towards 

4♣ to get more input from partner.  Notice that 3NT may be tough if partner has no 

♥A or other entry. 

CONNIE GOLDBERG:  4♣.  It seems like it would've been far better if I had responded 

2♣ and then bid 2♠ over 2♦.  It also would've emphasized my better suit.  As it is, 

partner's 3♥ call is a bit murky.  He might be six-four and want to play 3NT from your 

side, or he could be looking for help in hearts, or he might simply be temporizing 

with uncertainty of where the hand should be played.  The least I can do is tell him 

I'm very long in both black suits.  We may still have a slam. 

To be clear, 4♣ is no panacea.  It's a calculated risk that establishes a base camp for 

the remainder of the auction, if there is one.  Don't believe for a moment that the 

danger has passed if North bids on, however.  There's another boogieman lurking 

down the road, and this one is really scary: 

BARRY DEHLIN:  4♣.  I almost bid 3NT as a frustrated punt because this could be the 

ugliest of misfits, but I decided that slam is just too likely.  There's probably at least 

a 60-70% chance that partner has two or three cards in a black suit, and I'm aiming 

for slam in that suit.  I'll keep bidding clubs up to three times (3♣, 4♣, and possibly 

6♣) and hope that clues partner into my distribution.  I do fear that, however, that 

he might be 1=4=7=1 and will give a six-level preference to spades. 

Ouch.  I'll save room in the car to Nunavut. 

In the Five-Club Club, as it were, we have a few Solvers who believe, as I do, that 

4♣ is non-forcing and who don't want to miss game. 

 HOWARD WACHTEL:  5♣.  I don't want to stop short of game; partner may pass 4♣.  

3NT could be a nightmare for lack of transportation.  Now, partner can pass or cor-

rect to 5♠. 

JOHN VOLPEL:  5♣.  I was going to bid 4♣, but I need to tell partner what strain we 

are likely to play in.  It sounds like he is short in spades, so he should have a couple 

of clubs.  Bidding 5♣ should encourage him to bid 6♣ with the right cards. 

BILL PORT:  5♣.  Partner can decipher my bid to mean at least five spades and six 

clubs, which leaves no room for any red suit support.  Problem is, it will be hard to 

ask for aces.  Full steam ahead! 

MARK BOLOTIN:  5♣.  4♠ at matchpoints could work if partner has a doubleton.   A 

singleton spade may not be enough to make 6♣, and if he has queen-ten of spades, 

I may be unable to get to dummy to try a finesse.  Partner should be able to go to 

slam with ♠Kx, because he'll realize I cannot have two red-suit losers along with my 

known spade loser. 

 



 

Here's an important point for your system discussions:  If you and your partner agree 

that 4♣ is forcing in this auction, then what does 5♣ mean?  One possible treatment, 

which I prefer, is that it's a "picture bid" showing extraordinary length and strength 

concentration in two suits.  An alternative, from a 4♣-forcing proponent, is: 

MARK KINZER (cont.):  4♣.  I believe that 5♣ would be a weaker bid, basically having 

partner choose between 5♣ and 5♠. 

Finally, committing to slam seems a little overaggressive to me, though it didn't deter: 

CRAIG ROBINSON:  6♣.  3♥ could have been an advance cue-bid with the ♥A and 

club support.  If so, 7♣ may very well be right.  If not, I have no idea what 3♥ meant, 

but I do know I can possibly make slam opposite various holdings. 

RUI MARQUES: 6♣.  Partner seems to not have a heart control, which is good for a 

slam in clubs.  And, I just need ♠Kx and ♣Jx to make it.  The problem is if partner 

converts to 6♠ with equal length, but the world is not perfect anyway.  And, I see no 

way to find out if partner has king-low vs. low-low in spades. 

It seems safe to assume that Craig and Rui are in the 4♣-nonforcing camp.  This was 

a tough problem with no clear solution, so the awards this month are based mostly 

on the number of votes each call received.  Final word goes to: 

TED LEVY (cont.):  I would like to play money bridge with the Spam Robot Thwarter 

as my partner. 

Nah.  It'd hog all the auctions, and if it's like most partners, it'll still figure out a way 

to go down on half the deals. 

♣    ♦    ♥    ♠ 

The D4MSC Actuarial Dept. overlooked Mark Bolotin last month during our midpoint 

standings recap for the 2018 District 4 MSC Challenge.  Mark also had a perfect 400 

among Solvers through the June problem set.  For the record, only Connie Goldberg 

and Tom Weik are still perfect through seven months. 

♣    ♦    ♥    ♠ 

The District 4 Master Solvers' Club appreciates problem submissions of any sort.  Our 

crack analytic staff can be reached at d4msc@straguzzi.org.  Monthly problems plus 

our online submission form can be found at http://d4msc.straguzzi.org/ 


